Greece 2010 – TESTIMONIALS
I have been wanting to go to Greece every since I was a small child reading about the Mythology of Ancient
Greece. After I turned 40, I decided it was time to go. After searching on the internet for the perfect trip, I came
across an ad for Heart Temples Greek Tour. I immediately connected with the pictures and called Anna for more
information. After speaking to her for a short time, I knew I would be going to Greece with her. She is such a
beautiful soul who has such an incredible connection to the universe.
The entire trip was so impeccably done and surpassed my expectations. All of our transportation needs were
arranged perfectly. Every hotel we stayed at was so beautiful and had the perfect resonance of the places we
were staying. Each place we went to was so magnificent and breathtaking and it was exciting and fun to play in
the different energies. The balance of the tour to the islands and then the tour through the mainland, evened out
the trip beautifully. Every detail was taken care of perfectly.
Anna ran such a perfect trip. There is time for meditation and reflection. There is also plenty of time for shopping
and eating at fabulous restaurants and seeing different ancient and modern sites. Each site we were at had such a
beautiful but different resonance and vibrations. Anna and Karen lead such beautiful meditations once every day
that helped to deepen my experience at these mystical and ancient sites.
Greece is such a beautiful place for an inner self journey that connects to the beautiful energies of ancient Greece.
Having Anna and Karen along gives you time for not only self-reflection, but also a collective connection with the
other members of the group and a connection with Greece as well.
My trip was so incredibly fabulous and I plan on doing many more trip in the future with Heart Temples and Anna.
Sincerely,
Jacquie Lamb - USA
JinxKit@aol.com

I am so grateful to have been a part of the 2010 spiritual tour to Greece. It has opened my eyes and
inspired me to live my dreams. Most excitedly since the tour I can tangibly feel a light within me having
been turned back on and there is no fear of it ever going off again. Thank you Anna from the depths of my
heart for making such a deeply profound journey possible.
My heart and spirit have been greatly touched and expanded by this journey and throughout it I felt
completely supported, by the organisers, and spirits that gave the clear call for me to be there. As we
travelled from sites we seemed to move with vast ease, it was as if the sites and keepers of these sites knew
of our approach, our arrival, departure and would light paths along the way to anchor us effortlessly to
their presence. We had plenty of room to be able to make our own connections with these incredible
places; this was a real gift that I greatly enjoyed. At particular areas on the tour I had an immense sense of
being home and experienced a connection with Earth that was completely new and uplifting. This new
feeling still remains months after my return to New Zealand and is enriching with time.
I would go without question on more spiritual tours with Anna and Karen and delightedly look forward to
it in the future. If you have get the call go, go go go it is such a divine gift.
Buckets of blessings and warmth
Kaz oXxx, NEW ZEALAND
kazemataz@hotmail.com

It was a blessing to be introduced to Anna several years ago when a friend gifted me an aura spray. Since
then I have called upon the healing energies of Anna’s gifts whenever I can. Most recently being the
Sacred Pilgrimage to glorious Greece. To be able to walk through the ancient ruins of Greece with
someone so intuitive and personable really brought the trip “into the light.” Anna’s openness allows her
walk a deep spiritual path and simultaneously remains in tune to the needs of her guests. She is a beautiful
sister to have in our wider soul family. If you feel the call to be a part of this amazing journey – surrender
to it and answer, YES! Greece holds something for everyone from sumptuous food to profound silence.
This journey with Anna is truly magical.
L. Edmonds, Australia xxx

